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A sequence of nested neighborhoods of the structure invariant ~p = ~0h + Ok +~+rP=  is derived. Each 
neighborhood is a subset of the succeeding ones and consists of the small number of structure factor 
magnitudes ILl upon which, in favorable cases, the value of ~0 mostly depends. Thus the stage is set for 
deriving reliable estimates for ~0 in terms of known magnitudes ILl via appropriate conditional probability 
distributions. 

1. Introduction 

In recent work on the theory of the structure in- 
variants and seminvariants (Hauptman, 1975a, b) a 
novel probabilistic background was formulated and 
mathematical methods introduced in order to obtain 
a new class of probability distributions. These lead 
to estimates of the structure invariants and semin- 
variants ~p which are particularly good in the favorable 
case that the variance of the distribution happens to 
be small. The major result was that the value of ~p is 
mostly determined by one or more appropriately 
chosen small sets of structure factor magnitudes ]El, 
the neighborhoods of ~p, and is relatively insensitive 
to the values of the great bulk of the remaining magni- 
tudes. In particular, a principle of nested neighbor- 
hoods was formulated which posits the existence of 
one or more sequences of nested neighborhoods of ¢p, 
each neighborhood a subset of the succeeding one, 
with the property that <p may be estimated in terms of 
the magnitudes IEI constituting any neighborhood (or 
a suitable subset) of <p and that the more magnitudes 
in the neighborhood the better the estimate 'in the 
probabilistic sense', i.e. with more magnitudes there 
is a greater potential for obtaining a distribution with 
a small variance. 

More recently (Hauptman, 1976), the identity of the 
first two neighborhoods of each of the structure 

seminvariants q~, q~l -]-(P2, (P1 "{-(P2"-1-~03, (t01 -~-(P2-'I-(P3 
+ q94 in the space group P i  was determined and, for 
some of these neighborhoods, the associated condi- 
tional probability distribution of the structure semin- 
variant derived (Green & Hauptman,  1976, 1977; 
Hauptman & Green, 1977). This preliminary work 
confirms the importance of the neighborhood con- 
cept, and its central role in future developments now 
seems assured. In view of the earlier work it appears 
likely too that the problem of deriving the conditional 
probability distribution of a structure invariant or 
seminvariant, given an arbitrary set of magnitudes ILl, 
will present no insuperable obstacle, although the anal- 
ysis may be long and tedious. There remains therefore 
first the problem of identifying a suitable sequence of 
nested neighborhoods for a given structure invariant 
or seminvariant. The present paper is devoted to the 
solution of this problem for the four-phase structure 
invariant (quartet) 

q) = q)h -~- (Dk "{- ~1 -{- (# m (1.1) 
where 

h + k + l + m = 0 .  (1.2) 

In the accompanying papers (Hauptman, 1977a, b) the 
related probability distributions in P1 and P1 are 
derived and, in subsequent papers, the importance of 
these distributions in the applications will be demon- 
strated. 
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In earlier work (Hauptman & Karle, 1953, p. 48; 
Simerska, 1956; Schenk, 1973; Schenk & de Jong, 
1973; Hauptman, 1975b) the first neighborhood of the 
structure invariant (1.1) was found to consist of the 
four magnitudes 

IEhl, IEkl, lEvi, IEml, (1.3) 

and the second to consist of the four magnitudes (1.3) 
and the three additional magnitudes 

Igh +kl, ]gk + I], ]g~ + hi. (1.4) 

The third neighborhoods are found next. 

where p is an arbitrary reciprocal vector; thus there 
are many third neighborhoods. 

One naturally anticipates that the conditional vari- 
ance of the structure invariant (D, given the 13 magni- 
tudes in its third neighborhood, will be small if the 
three seven-magnitude subsets of the third neighbor- 
hood which are the respective second neighborhoods 
of the structure invariants (D, (Dpq, Opq yield reliable 
estimates for the latter in accord with the identity 
(2.8). Thus (Hauptman, 1977a, b) only those third 
neighborhoods are useful for which [gp] and [Eql are 
both large, where p and q satisfy (2.1). 

2. The third neighborhoods of the structure 
invariant (p = (4)h -~- q)k "1" q)i "t" (l)m 

If p and q are arbitrary reciprocal vectors which 
satisfy 

h + k + p + q = 0  

then 

(Dpq = (Dh -[- (Dk -~- (Dp -'1- (Dq (2.2) 

is a structure invariant and, in view of (1.2), 

l + m - p - q = 0 ,  (2.3) 

so that 

Opq = (DI -t- (Dm - -  (Dp - -  (Dq (2.4) 

is also a structure invariant. In view of earlier work 
(Hauptman, 1975b) (D is estimated by means of the 
seven magnitudes in its second neighborhood, 

IEhl, lEkl, lEd,[Eml, lEh+kl, lEk+d, lEl+h], (2.5) 

(Dpq by means of the seven magnitudes in its second 
neighborhood, 

IEhl, lEkl, lEp[,lEql, lEh+ki, lEk.pl, lEp+h[, (2.6) 

and Opq by means of the seven magnitudes in its second 
neighborhood, 

IEll, lEml, lEpl,[Eq[,lE,+ml, lgm_p[,lE_p+|l . (2.7) 

However, from (1.1), (2.2) and (2.4) it is clear that 

(D- (Dpq- ~pq-  0.  (2.8) 

It is therefore to be expected that, in the favorable 
case that the seven magnitude estimates yield values 
for (D, (Dpq and Opq in accord with (2.8), qo will be well 
estimated in terms of the 21 magnitudes (2.5), (2.6) 
and (2.7), of which only the following 13 are distinct: 

]Ehl, IEkl, lEd, IEml, IEp], IEql, (2.9) 

[Eh+kl, lEk+ll, lEl+hl, lEh+pl, lEk +pl, IEl-pl, [Em-pl • (2.10) 

Hence the third (13-magnitude) neighborhood of (D 
is obtained by adjoining to the second (seven magni- 
tude) neighborhood (1.3) and (1.4) the additional six 
magnitudes 

IEpl, lEql, lEh+pl, lEk+p[,lE,-pl, lEm-pl , (2.11) 

(2.1) 

3. The fourth neighborhoods of the structure 
invariant q) = (Dh "t" qlk "~" q)l "1" q)m 

Proceed as in § 2 and denote by r and s two reciprocal 
vectors which satisfy 

h + k + r + s = 0  (3.1) 

so that 

(Des = (Dh "-I- (/Ok -~- (Dr + (Ds (3.2) 

is a structure invariant. Now it follows from (1.2), (2.1) 
and (3.1) that 

l + m - r - s = 0  (3.3) 

and 
p + q - r - s = 0  (3.4) 

so that 

and 

Ors = (DI "~- (Dm - -  ( D r  - -  ( D s  (3.5) 

Xrs = (Dp + (Dq - (D,- % (3.6) 

are also structure invariants. The invariant (Drs is 
approximated by means of the seven magnitudes 

IEhl,]Ekl, lEr],lE,,l, lEh+k[,lEk+rl,]Er+h[, (3.7) 

in its second neighborhood, ~rs by means of the seven 
magnitudes 

IEd,[Eml, lErl, lEsl, lE~+ml, lEm-,,J, lE-r+d, (3.8) 

in its second neighborhood, and )~rs by means of the 
seven magnitudes 

[Ep[,lEq[,lEr[,[Es[,lEp+q[,lEq-r[,lE-r+p[, (3.9) 

in its second neighborhood. Now, in addition to the 
identity (2.8), there are the two additional identities 

(D- (Drs- ~k,s = 0  (3.10) 

and 
(Dpq - (Drs + g,s - 0 (3.11) 

which must be satisfied. Hence, in view of (3.7)-(3.9), 
the fourth (21-magnitude) neighborhood of (D is ob- 
tained from the 13-magnitude third neighborhood 
(1.3), (1.4) and (2.11) by adjoining the additional eight 
magnitudes 
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IErl, lEsl, lEh+,l, lEk+r[,lgl-rl, lEm-rl,[Ep-d, lEq-rl. (3.12) 
Again, since r is arbitrary, there are many fourth 
neighborhoods, but only those are useful for which 
IErWand IEsl are both large, where r and s satisfy (3.1). 

4. The remaining neighborhoods 

One continues as in §§ 2 and 3 in order to derive the 
fifth and higher neighborhoods of qg. Thus the fifth 
(31-magnitude) neighborhoods are obtained from a 
fourth (21-magnitude) neighborhood by adjoining the 
ten additional magnitudes 

]Et[, IE.I, [Eh + tl, ]Ek + t[, IE,-t[, IEm-tl, ]Ep- t[, 
[Eq_tl, lgr_tl, lgs_tl (4.1) 

where t and u are reciprocal vectors which satisfy 

h + k + t + u = 0 ,  (4.2) 

but are otherwise arbitrary, so that again there are 
many fifth neighborhoods; but only those are useful 
for which lEd and IEul are both large. 

One continues in this way to obtain the sixth (43- 
magnitude) neighborhoods, etc. The first five of this 
sequence of nested neighborhoods are conveniently 
exhibited in Fig. 1 in which the four magnitudes of the 
first shell define the first neighborhood, the seven 
magnitudes of the first two shells the second neigh- 
borhood, etc. 

5. Concluding remarks 

A sequence of nested neighborhoods of the quartet 
invariant (p has been obtained. It remains to derive 
the associated conditional probability distributions 
and corresponding estimates for q0 in the expectation 
that as more and more magnitudes IEI are used the 
estimates will become more and more reliable. In the 
accompanying papers (Hauptman, 1977a, b) this task 
is begun for the space groups P1 and P1. The initial 
applications, to be described in future publications, 
confirm the expectation that the estimates for q~ be- 
come better as more magnitudes [El are used. There 
remains the task of deriving the distributions for the 
remaining space groups. 

This research was supported in part by Grant No. 
MPS73-04992 from the National Science Foundation. 

i:lk~/ 

Fig. 1. A sequence of nested neighborhoods of the structure invariant 
q~ = Oh + ~Ok + qh + ¢Pm" The reciprocal vectors h, k, I, m, p, q, r, s, 
t ,u  s a t i s f y h + k + l + m = h + k + p + q = h + k + r + s = h + k + t + u  
=0, but are otherwise arbitrary. 
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